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Welcome to Day 1!
We are!  And we are growing, 

learning and becoming…
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Seeing. Believing. Belonging. 
Achieving. Giving. Relying.
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Mindful Healing, Inspired Vision, 2012



“The power of 
community to create 
health is greater than 
any physician, clinic or 
hospital.” 

Mark Hyman

Creating Community, Centering Well-being
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Identity, Belonging and Community

Identity is the way we understand ourselves and are 
viewed by others. The way someone defines who they 
are is based on their unique set of experiences. 

Personal Identity. Collective Identity. Relational Identities 
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Culture and Belonging

• What we experience and the 
sense we make of it

• What we find helpful and 
healing

• Whether or not we feel 
respected and understood

• If we feel someone is being 
genuine, mutual, reciprocal

• How behavior is interpreted 
by others

Cave  2014 6



Organizational Climate: How it Feels to 
Work in a Place

What do you do in 
your leadership to 
create a learning and 
growing community?
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Burnout: 
There is More than One Thing at the Root
| Based in characteristics of the work 

experience, organizational culture, 
organizational climate, and the quality of 
supervision and management  

| Results in feelings of exhaustion, cynicism, and 
ineffectiveness related to organizational 
stressors.                                                                                      (NCDVTNH , 2014)
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Surfacing Experiences and Responses 
Impacting Belonging in Our Organizations

ALL STAFF

Personal 
Experiences and 

Responses

Stress and 
Burnout

Secondary 
Trauma

Organizational
Capacity

Role Expectations

Warshaw 2009, Cave 2019

Microaggressions 
Inequities

Historical and 
Collective  
Trauma 
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Organizational Behaviors: 
Assumptions of Privilege

If Power is in 
the Inner 

Circle, Who is 
in the 

Margins?

Who

WhoWho

Who is included or  
excluded?
Who makes decisions?
What are the messages?

Who is judged?
Worthy?
Innocent?
Complicit?
Capable?

Cave 2001, 2014, Cullinan 10



Jodi-Ann Burey Video: 
What is DARVO?
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“The invitation to being our full, authentic 

selves to work signals that this place could be 

the place to safely shed the guise. We could 

collect the parts of ourselves we’ve 

compartmentalized and trust that our 

differences will be seen as assets, not liabilities”

.Jodi-Ann Burey
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“Being authentic privileges those already 

part of the dominant culture.” 

“The call to brave work with more 

authenticity undeservedly disadvantages 

people of color.” 

Jodi-Ann Burey 
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“We omit parts of our stories. We erase parts of 

ourselves. Our histories and present reality 

show this to be the best path for success.” 

.Jodi-Ann Burey 

Are there ways we contribute to this 
harmful dynamic in our leadership?
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Assumptions

What are the impacts on staff belonging, 
connection, and well-being?

Power Over
Perceptions



BREAK
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Navigating Conflict

Conflict Happens,
Peace We Must Create.
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Stress, Trauma, and Dysregulation

Experiences with stress, 
oppression, and violence 
leave people feeling 
vulnerable, terrified, 
exhausted, untrusting, 
powerless, alert for threat, on 
the defensive, or physically 
and emotionally unsafe, etc.

So Yes, Conflict Happens.



How leaders 

navigate conflict 

greatly influences 

the organizational 

climate!
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Conflict Mapping: 
Begin at the Beginning

Unpacking Conflict for Better Understanding
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Historical and cultural 
contexts

Experiences with abuse and 
violence

Environmental (here and 
now))

Relational (connections with 
others)

Situational; how long, how 
often, how emotionally 
charged, how visible)

History of Conflict: 

What 

Happened 

Before?



Understanding More About the Conflict
Source

What is 
this 

about?

What are 
the values and beliefs?

What are 

the needs?

Who is Involved?

• Who and how many?

• Is the conflict

o interpersonal?

o Intergroup? 

o Intragroup?
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Understanding More…

Relational
• What is the 

relationship?
• What does the 

balance of power 
look like?

• How are people   
interdependent?

• How are concerns 
communicated?

• Are there attempts to 
avoid or diffuse?

• Are there attempts to 
accommodate?

• Is there aggression?
• Are there attempts at 

collaborative problem-
solving?
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Leaders Offer Hope 
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• Talk about typical responses to 
uncomfortable conversations

• Believe we are capable of 
working things out together

• Create opportunities for 
listening and learning

Strategies 
for a 

Healing 
Community



Barriers to Conflict  Resolution

• Fear, anger, worry, blame, frustration

• Rushing to attempt a speedy resolution

• Conveying judgment

• Threat of punishment

• Imposing a solution

• Not listening to or considering what  people want for 

themselves
25



BREAK
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EMILY
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Welcome to Day 2!
We are!  And we are growing, 

learning and becoming…
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Creating Community

Connection is the energy 
that is created between 
people when they feel 
seen, heard, and valued -
when they can give and 
receive without 
judgement.

Brene’ Brown



Approaches for Positive Change
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Practices that Promote Change
² Create and sustain a growing and learning community 

and organizational culture
² Link necessary changes to organizational values
² Anticipate and proactively address stress and burnout
² Be an equitable leader
² Lead by example
² Be respectful
² Be an accountable leader
² Give  and receive feedback
² Address conflict
² Use all supervisory practice ingredients

31Cave and Johnan, 2014



Ingredients of Effective Supervisory 
Relationships

² Values Base (Equity, Inclusion, Survivor-defined, 
Healing-informed)

² Ethics (Individual, Professional, Organizational)
² Strengths Base 
² Problem Solving (Solution Focused) Orientation
² Clear Expectations (Role Clarity, Supervisory 

Structure, Job Descriptions, Competencies)
² Accountability
² Modeling Competence
² Feedback
² Situational Leadership (Staff Development)
² Reflective Practice

32Cave and Johnan, 2014



Consider The Power of Language

Ø Used to express thoughts 
and feelings 

Ø Used to communicate the 
ways we are in relationship 
with one another

Ø Used to uplift and build 
bridges

Ø Also used to cause harm

Preparing for 
conversations:

Am I committed 
to increasing my 
awareness of the 
language I use and 
how I use it?
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Curiosity: Our Best Tool for 
Navigating Challenges 

• Ask, "What don’t I know yet?”

• Keep communication clear, calm and focused

• Understand and remind people about what they 
want for themselves

• Look for the needs behind the positions people take 
and notice small shifts
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Curiosity: Our Best Tool 

• Make a distinction between the problem and the 
person and invite others to do the same

• Invite people to see challenges as shared concerns 
that can be worked on together
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Reflection and Co-reflection

• Cultivate self awareness through curiosity

• Sustain and protect empathy

• Create an intentional process to explore, learn, 
and grow

• Strengthen capacity to consistently “begin 
within”

• Incorporate strategies to navigate 
dysregulation by supporting self-regulation 
and co-regulation

36Cave and Johnan, 2014



Explore 
Thoughts and 

Feelings

Reflection

Event or Experience

Collaborative 
Problem-solving 

and Planning

Check 
Perspectives  

Feedback

37Cave and Johnan, 2014



Relational Approaches and 
Supervisory Cautions 

• Reflective Practice is not a substitute for the any 
of the other supervisory relationship ingredients.

• If supervisors are most comfortable providing 
support- it can be challenging to give staff 
feedback and hold accountability when needed. 

• Being inconsistent about needed feedback and 
accountability can lead to confusion, frustration, 
and inequitable treatment.

• If too harsh, direction will feel authoritarian.
38Cave and Johnan, 2014



Leadership: Moving with Individuals from 
Opposing Positions to Shared Interests
• Be timely; don’t ignore a challenge, name it 
• Ask about willingness to resolve the concern
• Ask if it feels possible to do on their own or with 

support
• Normalize; it can be challenging to navigate 

disagreements in a place where someone has been 
harmed

• Give people time and support to prepare for sharing 
ideas for resolution and ways to cope during hard 
conversations (managing “what if”)
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Moving with Individuals from 
Opposing Positions to Shared Interests

• See conflict as an opportunity rather than 
a reason for a new rule

• Keep in mind the strategies that  people 
use to cope

• First Goal: to hear each other
• Listen and look for points of agreement or 

commonality
• Don’t rush 
• Stay focused on the goal of this 

conversation
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Restorative 
Group Practices

• Use Facilitated Circle Approach
• Center and ground yourself
• Create an intentional healing 

community as a way of being; 
guidelines, consistent process 
for listening and sharing

• Gently hold the space-offer but 
don’t try to force participation

• Help people prepare
• Take breaks 
• Commit to resolution
• Document agreements
• Follow up
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BREAK
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Beyond Hiring: Sustaining Diverse Staff
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Diversity is having a seat at the table,
Inclusion is having a voice, and 

belonging is having that voice be heard.

Amanda Thomas



Burnout Prevention:
Seeing. Believing. Belonging. 

Achieving. Giving. Relying.

44
Mindful Healing, Inspired Vision, 2012



Noticing What Impacts Staff

• Often, good intentions and current 
experiences are not in alignment

• Notice how power is used and 
how imbalances of power are 
playing out. What are the 
impacts?

• What structure is in place for 
Human Resource Management? 
Are there personal conflicts of 
interest?
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Noticing What Impacts Staff

Examine policies that are intended to support staff 

well-being (PTO, flexible scheduling, remote working)

• Are there formal policies?

• Are they equitable?

• Is change necessary? Who can be included in 

creating policy changes?

• Do you recognize burnout?
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Staff Self-care Requires 
Organizational Support

• Is there a scarcity mindset? How does this impact the 
organization?

• What are the current staffing realities?
• Are people able to act on what is available to them 

or needed by them?
• How does the organization promote focus on well-

being? 
• How do leaders promote and model focus on well-

being?
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Acting in Alignment with Liberation 

Staff want to experience the agency and inclusion we 
are asking them to offer to survivors!
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Take an Internal Look: 
What are Ways a Culture of Supremacy 

Shows Up in Your  Organization
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What Practices are Impacting 
Experience?

• Perfectionist Culture
• Worship of the Written 

Word
• Only One Right Way
• Either/Or Thinking
• Concentration of Power
• Power Hoarding
• Paternalism
• Defensiveness

• Right to Comfort
• Fear of Open Conflict
• Individualism
• I’m The Only One
• Progress is 

Bigger/More
• Objectivity
• Quantity over Quality
• Sense of Urgency

White Supremacy Culture in Organizations, 
Dismantling Racism Works adapted by The Centre for Community Organizations,
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What Biases and Practices are Negatively  
Impacting People in Your Program?
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Healing Conversations in Community

What happened? Can you listen for the impact?  
What action will you take to repair relationship?

Invite each other in for dialogue, rather than 
calling each other out.
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Accountable Leadership
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Countering Oppression: What action will you 
take to create  a learning and growing culture?



BREAK
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Approaches to Staff Development
that Support Well-being
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Staff Growth and Development
• Effective Feedback practice
• Situational Leadership
• Development Plans that 

clearly spell out what skills 
staff are working on 

• Noting progress and efforts 
toward change

• Incorporating Reflective 
Conversations

56
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Although they no longer work in residential services, Ellis, an 

experienced advocate, was enthusiastically helping out and checking in 

with survivors sheltered in a local hotel due to COVID-19 precautions. 

Ellis checked in with everyone at the hotel and brought survivors some 

food and art supplies for the children but didn’t communicate with 

other staff about those activities. Thinking no one had done so, after 

working their regular shift Dana brought food and other supplies to the 

families at the hotel, and learned that someone else had already been 

there.  Tired and frustrated, Dana called both Ellis and the supervisor.



Competency-Based Feedback
Giving

• Be consistent, link the  
issue to a competency

• Focus on one concern at 
a time

• Be specific, calm, 
respectful and clear

• Provide reason for the 
concern

• Discuss questions
• Express appreciation
• Follow-up

Receiving
• Be open and expect  

feedback as part of the 
supervisory process

• Be concerned, calm  and 
respectful 

• Don’t make excuses
• Ask clarifying questions
• Ask for more feedback
• Express appreciation
• Follow-up

Johnan, 1998
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Situational Leadership Model
Hersey and Blanchard

Low Directive 
and
High Supportive
Behavior

S 3

High Directive
and 

High Supportive
Behavior

S 2

S 4

Low Directive 
and 

Low Supportive 
Behavior

S 1

High Directive
and 
Low Supportive
Behavior

S
U
P
P
O
R
T
I
V
E

D   I   R   E   C   T   I   ON
Low High

High

Directing

CoachingSupporting

Delegating



Staff Development Plans

• Date
• Skill(s) we are strengthening (focusing on for 

improvement)
• Current status
• What we are hoping for
• Situational Leadership Style Staff needs from 

supervisor
• Strategies to get there
• Time frame
• Discuss during supervision, follow up
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Without inquiry, we only leverage 
our own wishes and act on our 

assumptions.



Reflections
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You have to act as if it were possible to radically 
transform the world. And you have to do it all the time.                                                                             

Angela Davis



Selected Resources

• Crucial Conversations by Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, 
Ron McMillian, and Al Switzler

• People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, Undoing Racism 
• White Supremacy Culture in Organizations, Dismantling 

Racism Works adapted by The Centre for Community 
Organizations, Montreal, Quebec

• Virtual Room of Refuge by Truman Medical Centers 
https://mailchi.mp/751f8d07b5db/virtualroomofrefuge
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https://mailchi.mp/751f8d07b5db/virtualroomofrefuge


Cathy Cave, BS, Co-founder
Inspired Vision, LLC
Survivor, Parent, Advocate, Consultant
cathycave55@gmail,com

THANK YOU
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